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Abstract

The term marketing is increasingly recognised as being synonymous with the term branding.
The emphasis on creating unique brands is a decisive development in the evolution of planned
shopping centres. Mall operators such as Westfield are pioneering the way in the practice of
branding malls. Despite the interest from shopping centre developers to build meaningful
mall brands, branding shopping centres is an underdeveloped area of literature, in contrast
to product branding literature and more recently, retailer branding. While research has
considered shopping centre branding from the viewpoint of image and attractiveness
attributes, this paper examines a new perspective of branding within shopping centres, which
is derived from the practice of shopping centre operators to cluster similar retailers into
shopping ‘precincts’. For example, food retailers could be grouped and marketed as a “Food
Hall” precinct. These shopping precincts often assume unique sub-brands, which exist within
the bigger picture of the shopping centre brand.

Drawing on branding and tenant mix literature, this paper argues that a key determinant of
the shopping centre brand is the strategic marketing of a collection of sub-branded precincts.
Furthermore, it is argued that the tool for managing multiple retailers within these precincts
lies in the use of category management literature, traditionally developed with a product
focus. A conceptual model of mall and precinct branding is presented which outlines potential
relationships between the shopping mall brand, the tenant mix and individual retailers.

Keywords: branding, shopping centres, tenant mix, precincts, shopping malls, category
management

Introduction

In the race to achieve sustainable competitive advantage within a saturated marketplace, mall
branding has become a high priority for shopping centre operators (Dennis, Murphy,
Marsland, Cockett and Patel, 2002; Gambrill, 2000; Martinez, 1999; Starkman, 2002).
Despite the intensive development of shopping mall brands, reports from the business press
show that exactly how the brand should be planned, implemented and managed is unclear
(Caylor, 1999; Gambrill, 2000; Martinez, 1999). Current practice shows that most mall
operators use the brand name and logo of the property developer to create brand recognition
across a portfolio of centres (Kleinman and Mason, 2002). However, this approach misses the
point because it fails to recognise that a brand embodies much more than name and a logo
(Aaker, 1997; Merrilees and Miller, 1996). The sustainable value of a shopping mall brand is
in the creation of meaningful experiences and the substantiation of internal and external
relationships.

But exactly how do shopping mall developers create a unique mall brand? The answer to this
question is alluded to within the literature, establishing that the tenant mix largely determines
the image of a shopping centre. Furthermore, Gerbich (1998) argues that retail categories,
which classify a retailer according to the type of product or service, can be used as strategic



tool to determine a mall’s optimal tenant mix. The use of retail categories is demonstrated in
practice where it is common for similar retailers to be grouped together to create ‘shopping
precincts’. In practice, the development of ‘precincts’ is commonplace in shopping malls.
There is an opportunity to directly advance the academic research into this concept.

This paper aims to merge the areas of branding and tenant mix theory, which have been
examined as separate entities, and develop a new approach to branding within shopping
centres. A conceptual model is proposed showing the potential relationships between the
shopping mall brand, the precinct sub-brand, and individual retailers. Arguably the shopping
centre brand is facilitated through the strategic marketing development of sub branded
shopping precincts. Category management theory, usually focused on product categories, can
be adapted for the strategic marketing management of multiple retailers within the sub-
branded precinct.

Literature

Effective branding has consistently been identified as a critical element in the hunt for
achieving sustainable competitive advantage (Aufreiter, Elzinga and Gordon, 2003;
Birtwhistle and Shearer, 2001). Traditionally, academic branding research and literature
focused specifically on product branding. However, recent research has indicated a clear
‘power shift’, with retail brands being attributed with having significant influence in terms of
shaping consumer purchase decisions (Dennis et. al., 2002, p.355). Moreover, shopping centre
branding is slowly emerging as a specific area of academic investigation, with the terms
‘image’ and ‘attractiveness’ (Dennis et. al., 2002; Parsons, 2003) commonly used to describe
intangible benefits of shopping centres.

A brand implies more than merely a brand name. A brand is the core essence of what a
product or service offers to a consumer. An effective brand clearly communicates to a
consumer what they should expect from a particular product or service, and can be described
as the learnt summary of the total package of benefits that is offered to a consumer (Aaker,
1997; Merrilees and Miller, 1996; Richardson et.al, 1996). Branding within shopping centres
is a valid extension from the existing literature focusing on product brands, and more recently,
retail brands (Dennis et al, 2002). Furthermore, Dennis et.al. (2002, p. 355). argues
‘techniques of measuring brand image and building brand value can help towards customer
satisfaction and commercial success for shopping centres’. These arguments, which relate to
brand building through image, are of particular importance to this research because they
demonstrate both the importance of branding malls and the interchangeable nature of the
terms brand and image in shopping mall literature.

Although the academic theory for shopping mall branding is embryonic, mall branding has
become a high priority for shopping centre operators wishing to achieve sustainable
competitive advantage within a saturated marketplace (Dennis et al, 2002; Gambrill, 2000;
Martinez, 1999; Starkman, 2002). Westfield is a leading icon in the practice of shopping mall
branding, having achieved long-term success branding its malls within Australia and New
Zealand. Demonstrating the power of a shopping centre brand, Westfield has successfully
expanded to the USA, sparking a branding war with two major retail property owners, Simon
Property Group (262 centres), and Mills Corp (26 centres) (Cardona, 2003; Caylor, 1999;
Martinez, 1999). Shopping centre branding is also taking place in the UK, with mall operator,
‘The Mall’ undertaking intensive re-branding in order to create a unique identity and improve



the ‘shopping experience’ across 11 community shopping centres (Kleinman and Mason,
2002). Despite evidence of the extensive use of branding to differentiate shopping centres, the
mall branding concept remains somewhat ambiguous, in terms of its meaning (what), its
implementation (how) and its outcomes. Reports from the business press indicate that exactly
how the brand should be implemented and managed in a practical sense is also unclear
(Caylor, 1999; Gambrill, 2000; Martinez, 1999). Investigations into academic literature show
that shopping centre branding questions have not yet been clearly addressed by the
development of theory.

In terms of operationalising the branding concept, Kirkup and Rafiq (1994, p. 29) assert that
‘from a marketing point of view, securing an appropriate tenant line up is critical to attract
and retain customers as the image of a centre is largely determined by the tenant mix’. The
strategic planning and management of the tenant mix is the primary way in which shopping
centre operators can exercise control over the shopping centre’s merchandise assortment.
Retail categories, which classify a retailer according to the type of product or service, are
important in determining the optimal tenant mix, and create a ‘centre’s micro-retailing
environment’ (Gerbich, 1998). The use of categories to determine optimal tenant mix also
increases traffic, and ultimately increases the pull-power of a particular category of
merchandise (Miceli, Sirmans and Stake, 1998). The strategic clustering of competing
retailers is reported in the Wall Street Journal with large mall operators ‘rearranging tenants
into clusters of similar stores: Gap and Limited apparel stores are side by side at one end of
Taubman Centers’ high-end mall…while Fendi and Tiffany are near Neiman Marcus at the
other end’ (Starkman, 2002, p. 1). The intuitive use of ‘clustering’ in shopping malls further
strengthens the argument of creating sub-branded precincts, which reinforces the shopping
centre brand.

In terms of how to manage these clusters of competing and complementary brands, theory
created for product category management provides important lessons for shopping mall
operators. The major focus of the category management literature is on the benefits for
individual retailers and the use of category management to manage the merchandise mix. One
major focus is on supermarkets, where the effective use of category management principles
has achieved many objectives such as increased profitability, revenue and an optimal product
mix (Basuroy, Mantrala and Walters, 2001). However, such principles are not exclusive to
individual retailers with a more strategic emphasis now being placed on the marketing
management of shopping centres. Category management ideologies can be adapted to the
tenant mix to achieve similar ‘best practice’ objectives (Merrilees and Miller, 1996).

Before comparisons between category management and the management of precincts within
shopping centres can be undertaken, an understanding of product categories is required.
Varley (2001, p. 48) defines product categories as complementary groupings of merchandise
where there exists “…reasonable substitutes and …complementary products… with
differences being forged by criteria such as product brand, flavour, colour variation, product
quality and price level.” This definition is one that appears to be generally accepted
throughout a wide range of literature, although there are slight variances in interpretation and
depth. For example, Merrilees and Miller (1996, p. 218) state that a product category occurs
within a “…particular price and quality band,” which can be seen as an extension of the
Varley (2001) category definition.

Clear comparisons can be made between the definition of a product category and the
definition of retail categories. A further extension of the definition is that “…category



management is a philosophy, a process and an organisational concept” (Dhar, Hoch and
Kumar, 2001, p.46). Varley (2001, p. 45) argues that category management “…aims to
optimise the range of products stocked in store, and the efficiency of promotions, new product
introductions and product replenishment.” Despite the seemingly decisive objectives of
category management offered by Varley (2001), the aims of a category within a retail store
extend further. Walters and Hanrahan (2000) and Merrilees and Miller (1996) imply that the
overall objectives of a product category are to support and reinforce the retail brand, to
contribute to the retail strategy, to assist in positioning the retailer amongst competitors, and
of course, to stimulate sales and generate profit for the organisation. Objectives such as these
should be central to any decisions that are made relating to product categories, and more
specifically, within category management decisions.

The product category management literature can clearly be applied to areas of shopping centre
management, and more specifically, to the strategic management of retail precincts. One
comparison can be drawn between the strategic emphasis of managing the category to
improve overall product assortment, and to increase profitability of the entire category
through complementary products. Furthermore, the emphasis in category management is to
manage collections of individual product brands, which is not dissimilar to the marketing
management of “retail brands” on a macro scale.

Conceptual Model

The conceptual model shows the potential relationships between the over-arching shopping
mall brand and the sub-branded precincts. It is proposed that sub-branded precincts contribute
to operationalising the shopping mall brand as perceived by customers and other stakeholders
(internal and external). The result is a strategic emphasis on the role of retailers (goods and
services) within defined locational areas which is consistent with the generic branding
strategy offered by Cravens, Merrilees and Walker (2000).

Precinct Brand

Customers

Shopping Centre Brand

Precinct BrandPrecinct Brand

Multiple Retailers Multiple Retailers Multiple Retailers

Other
Stakeholders

Figure 1: Proposed relationships between precinct brand and
mall brand.



Discussion

The primary goal is achieving an effective shopping mall brand. The conceptual model
suggests that the brand can be supported and implemented through multiple precincts. Within
each precinct there are multiple retailers. These retailers must be managed in a way that
reinforces the precinct brand. The contribution of this paper is to recognise that precincts are
an operational tool with which shopping centre managers can strategically implement
branding initiatives across a broad range of merchandise categories (goods and services).
Furthermore category management literature provides the potential for managing these
multiple retailers in a strategic way to achieve a unique precinct brand. The precinct brand
should be consistent with and supportive of the overall shopping centre brand. Similar to the
shopping centre brand, the precinct brand is much more than just a logo. The precinct brand
communicates to consumers what they can expect in terms of specific merchandise. Mall
operators have strategic control over the precinct, which can be manipulated, just like the
retail mix, in order to create a unique brand. Additionally, shopping mall operators may be
able to develop a precinct portfolio, which increasingly enhances the strategic control of
shopping mall marketers.

Implications

As a result of this study, several implications exist for researchers, marketing educators, and
shopping mall marketing practitioners. The research has developed an opportunity for
researchers to examine the relationships between components within the conceptual model
through quantitative and qualitative investigation. Figure 1 suggests a number of propositions,
including:

Proposition One: More effective precinct branding will increase consumer
perceptions of their precinct experience.
Proposition Two: More effective precinct branding will enhance consumer perception
of the overall shopping mall brand

By further developing the current knowledge of mall branding, marketing educators benefit
by offering students a more structured and systematic way to understand the complexities of
shopping mall marketing and management. Finally, this research creates the opportunity to
advance the integration of marketing theory with marketing practice by offering mall
operators a more comprehensive and systematic approach to strategic marketing management
of the shopping centre brand. The resulting advancement of mall branding knowledge will
address an identified need from mall operators to develop mall branding theory.

Conclusion

This paper set out to examine shopping mall branding and the relationship with precincts
within malls by linking product category management to the notion of shopping mall
branding. The result is the evolution of the concept of sub branded precincts, which is a new
idea and can now be empirically tested. The key contribution of the paper is the proposed
conceptual model so that the complexity of the branding relationships can be understood. This
research creates an exciting opportunity to develop branding in a new context. The



development of knowledge in the area of shopping mall branding signals the continuous
innovation on the way researchers, educators and practitioners think about the relationships
between the shopping mall and its stakeholders.
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